Point of Sale
Solutions

Why LPA Retail Systems?
Middle America's premier source of Radiant/
NCR Point-of-Sale software and hardware.
Over 300 Stores manage their retail businesses
with LPA solutions.
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Dependable with over 20 years of business
experience
Experienced Staff of industry-skilled technical
consultants with retail and accounting backgrounds who understand the unique
requirements of retailers.

CPMobile - Customers Love It!
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We were recently approached by Linder’s Garden
Center with a unique challenge. In addition to being
a garden center, Linder’s offers landscaping services
and has 52 temporary pop-up greenhouses during
their busy season. Linder’s needed a solution to tie all
aspects of their business together...without high
speed internet access.
LPA Retail implemented CPMobile - a portable Pointof-Sale station. They can now use 25 CPMobile
devices, as well as 65 additional Point-of-Sale stations by accessing the network with a cellular router.
The best part about this solution, according to
Linder’s, is that it lets them step out from behind the
sales counter to truly connect with customers and
run their business more efficiently.
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Retailer’s Rental Solution
Since 1996.

Rent All-In-One Units

Rent Inventory Scanners

An All-In-One rental system is ideal for
retailers with upcoming special events or
peak periods but do not wish to purchase
additional Point-of-Sale stations.

(Traditional inventory scanners or our NEW
CPMobile units)

Rentals Include:






A Durable All-In-One Computer,
Touch Screen & Credit Card
Reader
Cash Drawer
Receipt Printer
Laser Scanner

Rent CPMobile Devices
Imagine never having to stand behind a
sales counter again, and being able to be more
immersed with your customers. Now you can
with our CounterPoint Mobile Point-of-Sale.




 Scan in count data automatically
 Count inventories in 1/2 the time
 No more keying in inventory counts
 Far fewer errors
 Pinpoint problems quickly

Options:


Let LPA help automate your inventory
counts with inventory scanners. LPA offers
cost-effective handheld scanners for fast,
accurate and convenient Inventory
counting.

 LPA can train you on Physical

Count

Trained consultant at your event
CounterPoint POS software
Servers and Routers

“LPA’s rental units provide us the
means to quickly ramp up our capacity
at a reasonable cost.”
Archiver's



Sell Anywhere at Anytime. Connect through
Wi-Fi or a Cellular data network.



Combine CPMobile with NCR All in One
units.



Quick and efficient barcode Scanner and
Credit Card Swipe.

